Vision.
Mission.
Markets.
Vision

Markets

We want to be the best sustainable transport packaging service provider for our customers while offering you the optimum price-performance ratio.

Food industry

Mission

Tissue paper

Added value, growing profitability and responsibility
through professionally qualified and motivated em
ployees, state-of-the-art technology and streamlined
processes, to consolidate management requirements
when providing high-performance industrial and
agricultural film for both product and transport protection. Here we put the focus on ensuring an ecological and economic approach for our customers.

Food retail

Beverage industry
(hygiene & paper)

(fresh goods & canned goods)

Construction

(bagged cargo & heavy loading)

Paper and
printing industry
Logistics

(haulage & transport)

Secondary packaging
Dispatch packaging
Agriculture
Industry

(electronics & technology)

Recycling and
waste recovery

Innovative.
Sustainable.
Intelligent.
Integrated management policy

Experience.
Expertise.
Passion.
As a global manufacturer of stretch films, we are aware of our responsibility towards our customers, business partners, other interested parties,
and our employees. The foundation for this is continually improving our
quality, environmental and energy performance. Thinking and acting
sustainably is our roadmap to economic success.

Compliance with legal and other requirements, such as those of interested parties,
standard requirements, and voluntary
commitments, is a matter of course for us
and is verified yearly with external audits.
We are also committed to making a voluntary contribution to sustainability,
environmental protection and energy
management beyond the minimum legal
requirements.

Customer satisfaction is our number-one
priority. Our products and services are
subject to quality-assurance processes
and are continually improved in terms of
both quality and sustainability. We provide
our customers with our expertise in solving
packaging problems.

Our product range is:
tailor-made to suit our customers'
needs,
We have explored the context of our com	innovative
pany and defined the resulting requirements
	sustainable (100% recyclable, biofor the nature and complexity of our integbased, biodegradable, active contri
rated management system (quality, envibution to reducing CO2).
ronment, energy). The risk and opportunity
analysis produces objectives that are made The origin of our bio-based materials is
to be measurable and therefore billable.
verified using a mass-balance concept.

manupackaging

Our key indicators identify potential for improvement as well as for deliberate control
of the performance and efficiency of our
business processes. The requirements of
the integrated management system have
been effectively implemented. Our processes are designed in such a way that their
effects on the environment are kept to a
minimum in addition to being controllable.
The management team provides managers
and employees alike with the highest possible level of support in implementing and
constantly developing our management
system in practice.

Our employees are our greatest source of
potential. Valuing them, giving them opportunities for personal and professional
development, paying them fairly, and providing them with a safe and healthy working environment are crucial for us. We
rely on straightforward communication
on an equal footing.

We have pinpointed our supply chain and
select our suppliers according to specific
quality, environmental and sustainability
criteria. Our business partners are required
to act sustainably on an economic, ecological and social level in order to continually
In practice this means:
improve their quality and to work in a cus	
regularly reviewing the extent to which
tomer-oriented manner. We assess our
the necessary financial, personnel and
suppliers' performance on an annual basis.
infrastructural requirements are in place, We are convinced that quality and sustai	making sure that all employees are invol- nability can be nothing less than a shared
ved in implementing and maintaining the goal across the entire supply chain.
integrated management system, and that
necessary responsibilities are defined,
	
regularly identifying and verifying environmental and energy impacts;
	
avoiding unnecessary energy consumption and environmental pollution, sustainable action (REACH, RoHs)
	
annually establishing and pursuing ambitious, measurable goals, plus targets
to continually improve quality, environmental performance, energy efficiency
and sustainability;
	
regularly reviewing the management
system with internal audits and guaranteeing compliance

